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High-precision measurements of the optical absorption spectra of impurity holmium ions in
LiYF, crystals with different isotopic compositions in the lithium are carried out. The
changes of the vibrational spectrum, lattice structure, and crystal-field parameters in 6 ~ i ~ o ~ 4
crystals in comparison with 7 ~ i ~crystals
o ~ 4are calculated, as are the local lattice
deformation and the corresponding changes of the crystal field acting on the Ho3+ ions near
~ 4 )The results of the
isolated impurity ions of 6 ~( i7 ~ iin) the 7 ~ i( 6~ ~~i ~4lattice.
calculations are used to interpret the experimental data on the optical spectra of
6~i,7~
-,YF~:Ho(o.
il
1%) crystals.

a of diamond at room temperature decreases by 5.5 X
A (the relative change Aa/a of the interatomic spacings,
In this paper we present the results of high-precision
divided by the relative change Am/m of the mass, is equal
measurements of the hyperfine structure in the optical absee Ref. 11). The relative change of the
to 1.855x
sorption spectrum of holmium impurity ions in LiYF4 mass of the isotopes 6 ~ and
i 7 ~ isi 16.7%, and, for
crystals with different isotopic compositions in the lithium
6 ~ i , 7 ~ i l - crystals,
x ~ ~ 4 upon change of the concentration
sublattice, and calculate the isotopic structure of the speci 0 to 1, we may expect changes of
of the isotope 6 ~from
i 7 ~ i the structure constants of the order of 3X
tra that arises from a random distribution of 6 ~and
The
isotopes with the natural contents 7.42% and 92.58%, recrystal-field parameters in this case change by approxispectively (preliminary results and a qualitative interpremately 0.1%, and, since the Stark splittings of the raretation of the experimental data are given in Ref. 1). Isotoearth-ion multiplets amount to 100 cm-' in order of magpic disorder in a crystal lattice can be manifested in the
nitude, the shifts of the spectral lines of the impurity rareenergy spectrum of impurity ions as a consequence of the
earth ions with change of the relative content of the
inhomogeneity of the crystal field and the dynamical charisotopes of lithium in LiYF, crystals can amount to apacteristics of the lattice. The previously studied isotopic
proximately 0.1 cm-'. This rough estimate is in agreement
effects in the optical spectra of activated crystals are due to
with the results of measurements.
The aim of the present work was to develop a quantithe difference in the masses of the nuclei of the emitting (or
tative theory of isotope spectral effects on the basis of semiabsorbing) ions: MgO, A1203:cr3+ (Refs. 2, 3),
zns:cu2+,~i2+
(Ref. 4), Lac13: ~ d (Ref.
~ + 5 ) , Ni+ in
phenomenological models of the crystal field, lattice dynamics, and electron-phonon interaction in rare-earth
diamond; the isotope shift of the zero-phonon lines has
insulators-in particular, the models used previously in the
been interpreted as the result of the interaction of optical
description of the magnetoelastic properties of the lithiumelectrons with locally perturbed lattice vibrations that derare-earth double fluorides.l 2 With the aim of simplifying
pend on the mass of the impurity ion, and local static
the calculations and displaying the basic mechanisms of
changes of the lattice structure near the different isotopes
the effect of isotopic disorder in the matrix on the spectra
have not been taken into account. Spectral effects resulting
of the impurity ions, we have not taken into account the
from isotopic disorder in a lattice have been observed in
infrared absorption induced by impurity ions in K I : A ~ + change of the structure and dynamical characteristics of
the LiYF4:Ho lattice near the impurity holmium ions that
crystals with the natural 7% content of the isotope ,'K
substitute for yttrium ions. In fact, we have calculated the
(Ref. 7); isotope shifts of the zero-phonon lines and phochanges of the vibrational spectrum and the structure panon wings in the spectra of optical centers in diamond
rameters and crystal-field parameters in regular LiHoF,
i 7 ~have
i been investigated
activated by the isotopes 6 ~and
crystals upon substitution of the isotope 7 ~byi the isotope
in Refs. 8 and 9.
6 ~ini the lithium sublattices, and also the local deformaIn recent years a careful study has been made of the
tion of the lattice and the corresponding changes of the
dependence of the structure constants of a number of simions near isolated 6 ~ i +
crystal field acting on the H O ~ +
ple compounds (of germanium'0 and diamond1') on iso( 7 ~ i +impurity
)
ions in the 7 ~ i ~ ( o6 ~~ 4i ~lattice.
~ ~ 4 )
topic composition, this dependence being a consequence of
+
are of almost the same size,
Since the y3+and H O ~ ions
anharmonic interactions between atoms in the crystal. In
and the vibrational spectra of LiYF, and LiHoF, crystals
particular, when 12cis replaced by "C the lattice constant
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differ only ~ l i ~ h t l ~ ,we
' ~assume
- ' ~ that it is possible to use
where ea(k 19) are the components of the polarization vecthe results of the calculations to interpret the data from
tor of the vibrational mode with frequency wj(q) and are
investigations of the spectra of 6 ~ i ~ ~ i l - xcrystals,
~ ~ , : ~ eigenvectors
o
of the lattice dynamical matrix
in which the impurity holmium ions play the role of optical
probes of isotope effects in the structure of the matrix.

I.STRUCTURE CONSTANTS AND VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA
OF 'LIHOF, AND 'LIHoF, CRYSTALS

The potential energy of a crystal lattice does not depend on the masses of the atoms constituting it. In the
framework of the harmonic approximation a change of
isotopic composition leads only to changes of the dynamical characteristics of the lattice-in particular, the vibrational frequencies and the mean-square displacements of
the atoms from their equilibrium positions. The spacings
between the atoms, as in thermal expansion, change only as
a consequence of anharmonicity of the lattice vibrations.
We represent the potential energy of a lattice with a
basis ( k labels the sublattice) in the form of a series in the
static (u) and dynamic (5) displacements of the constituent atoms from their equilibrium positions (we use a matrix form for writing convolutions over the coordinates and
labels of the atoms):

L
Here, x(:, f) = x(:,)
- x(:)
and @&(k 0 k.1
=a2@/aua (I: ausc f,1.
The correlation functions (55) will be expressed in
terms of the lattice Green functions G = (mu2-a")which, in the site representation, have elements

',

Using the equality

In the case of uniform deformation the static displacements
are equal to
where n ( o ) is the occupation number of the phonons, and
going over from summation over the wave vectors to integration, we obtain
where L is the cell label, e4 are the components of the
strain tensor, x(:) are the lattice-site vectors, and w (k) is
the vector describing the displacement of the kth sublattice
(here and below, repeated Greek indices are summed
over). When the first nonzero term due to anharmonicity
of the interatomic interactions is taken into account the
corresponding change of the free energy of the lattice takes
the form

where the angular brackets (...) denote averaging over the
canonical ensemble of the harmonic lattice. We expand the
dynamic displacements (which satisfy the equations of motion m i = - Vg@) in normal coordinates Q( f ) of the lattice, which contains N cells:

For a regular lattice the diagonal matrix m of the atomic
masses has elements maS(k
= m&@LLt6kkt;in this
case, f = (qj),where q is the phonon wave vector and j
labels the branch of the vibrational spectrum; the coefficients of the expansion (4) are equal to
:,I)
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In accordance with expression ( 3 ) , we obtain the
change of the specific free energy (per cell with volume vo)
upon deformation of the lattice in the form

In the framework of the approximation of pair interactions
between the atoms constituting the lattice, the coefficients
in ( 10) are equal to

z

~Olas,y(k)=

L

0
L 0
k ) ~ g ( k l k)s

(12)

Lk'

Agladze et 81.
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TABLE I. Coordhtes of ions in the unit cell of the LiYF, crystal (in units of the lattice constants a,a,c).
The structure constants arc (r=5.167 A, c=10.73 A, x=0.2820, y=0.1642, z=0.0815 (Ref. 16).
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+8aik~Pk)+ z( Tpi(Ag)+Piwi),

(19)

i

Lk'

where
Tl=T,,
T2=T,+T,,
P1=aPx(F6),
P2=aP,(F6), P3=cP,(F6), and u ~ ~ = E (mF
~ ~is ~ ~ D ~ ~ v ~
the mass of the fluorine atom, = E Z = ~E~, =c, and Dik is
that block of the dynamical matrix that determines the
frequencies of the A, vibrations at the center of the Brillouin zone); the matrix bik with elements

The conditions for absence of internal stresses
(aF/aeaL, = dF/&(k) = 0) determine the temperature
dependence of the structure constants of the lattice. Using
the expression ( lo), we obtain
characterizes the linear relationship between the macrodeformations and microdeformations.
Using ( 19), in accordance with ( 17) and (18) we obtain
is the elastic-compliance tensor
where S = (2-ba-'b)-'
of the crystal.
Just as a change of temperature, isotopic substitution
of atoms in the kth sublattice induces a fully symmetric
deformation and changes of basis that are given by (17)
and (18), in which the tensor T and vectors P must be
replaced by expressions analogous to ( 15) and ( 16) but
containing differences of correlation functions corresponding to crystals with different isotopic compositions.
Crystals of the double fluorides LiRF4have space symmetry group
the Bravais lattice is body-centered tetragonal, and the unit cell has a volume vo=a2c/2 and
contains 12 ions, with the coordinates given in Table I. A
fully symmetric deformation of the lattice is described by
the
strain-tensor
components
el (A,) =e,,
e2(A,) = (e,+e,)/2
and linear combinations of the displacements wa(Fi) of the fluoride sublattices, transforming
according to the irreducible representation Ag of the factor
group C4,, of the lattice. As the basis in the space of fully
symmetric displacements we have chosen the increments of
the dimensionless structure constants that determine the
coordinates of the fluorine ions in the cell (see Table I):
w1 =ax, w2=6y, w3=Sz. The change of the specific free
energy of the crystal under a fully symmetric deformation
takes the form

c,,,
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where
SI1 (Ag)=S33
S12(Ag)=S13,
and
s22(Ag)=;(sll
+S12)(Sij are the elastic compliances in
the Voigt notation; for LiRF, crystals they are given in
Refs. 17 and 18).
Thus, to calculate the changes Sc=cel(A,) and
Sa=ae2(A,) of the lattice constants and the displacements
wi of the fluorine ions in the cell that result from isotopic
substitution of the lithium sublattices, we need the values
of the second- and third-order force constants and the correlation functions of the displacements of the ions in crystals of different isotopic compositions. The calculation was
performed in the framework of the rigid-ions model developed previously with the aim of describing the forced
magnetostriction'9 and Raman-scattering spectra of
~ ~ ~potential
~'
lithium-rare-earth double f l ~ o r i d e s . ' ~ 'The
energy of the lattice was represented by a sum of pair
Coulomb and non-Coulomb interactions between ions with
effective charges ek, (Li+), 3ekc ( H O ~ + and
) , -ek, (F-)
[e=0.8, and e is the proton charge]. Non-Coulomb interAgladze et a/.
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TABLE 11. Parameters of the non-Coulomb interactions in the LiHoF, crystal.

Type of bond

Bond Icngth, A

Li+-FHO~+-FHO~+-FF--FF--F-

A,,. 1 0

l6

P,, . I

.J

0,25030
0,30614
0,31251
0,2483
0,2483

0,7734
2,4774
2,2240
4,346
4,605

1,895
2,242
2,289
less tli:tn 2.7
grealer. than 2.7

actions were introduced between Li+-F- nearest neighbors (four bonds per lithium ion), F--F- at interionic
distances shorter than 3 A, and Ho3+-F- (for the two
nearest coordination shells containing four fluorine ions
each), in the form of Born-Mayer potentials with an exponential dependence on the interionic distance:
qik(r)=Aik exp ( -r/pik). The parameters of the nonCoulomb interactions, given in Table 11, are recovered
from the second-order force constants obtained by comparison of the calculated and measured frequencies of the vibrations of LiRF4 crystals with zero wave
Other properties of LiRF4 crystals are also described satisfactorily in the framework of this model;2' amongst the
deficiencies of the model is the fact that the requirements
that the quantities b@,Jk) [see (12)] be symmetric under
interchange of the indices a and p and that the quantities
[up, y6] [see (14)] be symmetric under interchange of the
index pairs a/3 and y6 (from the condition of invariance of
the potential energy under rotations of the lattice) are fulfilled only approximately-the error is up to 20%.
The frequencies and polarization vectors of vibrations
of 6 ~ i ~and
o 7
~ ~
4 i ~crystals
o ~ 4were calculated for 800
wave vectors distributed uniformly over the Brillouin zone
(159 points in its irreducible part, constituting 1/8 of the
volume of the zone). In Table I11 we present the calculated
frequencies of vibrations at the center of the zone, in which
the lithium sublattices participate, and the corresponding
experimental data for samples with the natural content of
the lithium isotopes.21In samples enriched with the isotope
6 ~wei may expect shifts of up to 20 cm-' in certain lines
in the Raman light-scattering and infrared-absorption
spectra, as can be seen from Table 111.' The imaginary
parts of the Green functions of the regular lattices were

calculated at n (n =500) points on the frequency axis, at
the values u i = ( u 2 n ) (p- 1/2) (p= 1,2,...,n), where
wo(EuLO) is the limiting frequency of the lattice vibrations (580 cm-' in the 'LiHoF4 crystal), using the relation

Here 8(x) is the step function and q(q, j ) =q( -q, j ) * .
Analogous calculations were also performed using a linear
scale of frequencies. In Fig. 1, as an example, we give the
results of a calculation of the spectral densities
Im G,(~L~?L~)and -1m G , ( ~ L ~ , ~ Lof
~ ) the displacements of the lithium ions. It can be clearly seen that decrease of the mass of the lithium ions is manifested principally in the region of frequencies of the optical vibrations,
and in the 6 ~ i ~crystal
o ~ 4the spectrum of the optical
modes is shifted toward higher frequencies by 2G30 cm-I.
In calculating anharmonic isotope effects (in particular, the internal stresses Tiand the forces Pi acting on the
fluorine sublattices), we took into account only terms containing the differences of the autocorrelation functions of
the displacements of the ions and the correlation functions
of nearest Li+-F- and Ho3+-F- neighbors: A@(kk')
= (5, I kl @ ( k ' ) ) 6 ~ i ~ o (~~4a-( k ) ~ b ( k ' ) ) 7 ~ i H The
o~4.
results of the calculations of A&(kk') and the correlation
lattice at temperatures 0 K, 100
functions of the 'L~HOF~
K, and 300 K [see (9)] are presented in Table IV. The
values obtained for the mean-square displacements at

TABLE 111. Calculated and measured1s15 vibrational frequencies o ( r i ) (in cm-') at the center of the
Brillouin zone of LiRF, crystals.

Calculat IOII

Exper~ma~t

T

i '

B,

1
2
3
4
5

155
230
329
401
485

150
229
319
401
464

157
216
328
377
432

177
248
329
382
427

E l l
2
3
4
5

120
177
341
402
461

120
177
341
391
444

129
180
332
368
457

153
199
329
368
446
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LiYF,

Calculat~on

Ekper~rnenl

r

i

A,

1
2
3
4
5

0
220
241
312
443

0
218
241
286
440

0
206
238
352
382

0
192
252
396
489

E u l
(TO) 2
3
4
5

0
128
266
339
427

0
128
266
335
403

0
142
282
323
415

0
144
262
314
413

(TO)

4
'LIHOF, 7 L i ~ o ~LiHoF,

UYF,
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Confining ourselves to allowance for the anharmonic force
constants corresponding to the interactions of only the
most closely spaced F--Li+ and F--Ho~+ ion pairs, we
can write the thermal forces acting on the fluorine sublattices in the form

where

In the framework of this approximation, we obtain for the
internal thermal stresses the expression

FIG.1. Spectral densities of the displacements of lithium ions in the basal
plane of crystals of 'L~HoF, (upper) and 6 ~ i ~ (lower).
o ~ 4

T = 100 K and T =300 K agree qualitatively with the results, given in Ref. 22, of an analysis of neutron scattering
in an LiTbF4 crystal. The model introduced for the lattice
dynamics and the approximations used were also tested by
a calculation of the thermal expansion of LiHoF, crystals.

The matrix components aikand bikneeded for the calculation of the thermal displacements of the sublattices and the
thermal deformations by means of Eqs. (20) and (21) are
given in Table V. The changes of the internal forces and
stresses following a one-degree change of the temperature
of the LiHoF4 crystal (in the temperature range 250-300
K), calculated in accordance with (23) and (25), are pre-

TABLE IV. Correlation functions of displacements of ions in LiHoF4 crystals.

.

NCIPS.
*( CYB)= a @ +
pa; the coordinates of t h e Ions are Li(O,O,O) ( k = 1 ) 1, I, ( x g , z ) ( k = 2 ) ,
Ho( 112, 112,0) ( k = 3 ) , and Ho(lI2, 0, 114) (k=4).
1025
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TABLE V. Constants of the relationship between the microdeformations and mncrodeformations, and parameters of the
elastic energy of the sublattices (in units of 2X lo-'' J ) .

The summation, over the lattice, of the contributions of the
Coulomb interaction to the force constants
),: was carried out directly, and the lattice
sums zL@%(;:,)x,(; 0,) = (aSy,b 1 kk') were calculated by the Ewald method (to check the results we used
the identity

rLag(ii

0l

'IT

as

C. (aa&?I kk') =24 - e(k)e(kr),
L

00

where e(k) are the ion charges). The isotopic internal
forces and stresses obtained with allowance for all the
changes Ad(kkt) [given in Table IV] of the correlation
functions, and also the consequent displacements
Aw= - ~ - ' A P of the sublattices and the fully symmetric
o ~ 4relative to the
deformations ei in the 6 ~ i ~ crystal
7 ~ i ~lattice
o ~ at4 T=O K, are presented in Table VI. We
note that, in contrast to the case of thermal expansion, in
the case of isotopic substitution the internal deformations
Aw substantially renormalize the effective stresses in the
lattice (the values of - b a - ' ~ ~[see (17)] are given in
Table VI). The isotopic deformation is substantially anisotropic, and the calculated differences of the lattice constants of the 6 ~ i H and
~ ~7 ~
4 i H olattices
~4
are equal to
Aa=ae2(Ag)=7.2 and Ac=cel(Ag) = -0.6, in units of
lo-, A.

sented in Table VI. The values finally obtained for the
thermal-expansion coefficients (a,=del (Ag) /d T along the
symmetry axis, and a2=de2(Ag)/dT in the basal plane of
the lattice) are in satisfactory agreement with the measurement data available in the literature (see Table VI). The
substantial discrepancy between the theoretical estimates
and the measurements of the rates of change dw,/dT of the
coordinates of the fluorine ions in the unit cell of the
LiTbF, crystal from 100 K to 300 K (Ref. 22) is due to the
neglect of the interactions between the fluoride ions, but
this circumstance does not affect the estimates of the
thermal-expansion coefficients, since the corresponding
internal-deformation contributions to the ai do not exceed
5% of the values of the at.
As can be seen from Table IV, upon substitution of 7 ~ i 2. LOCAL STRUCTURE OF A LAlTlCE WITH AN ISOLATED
IMPURITY ISOTOPE IN THE LITHIUM SUBLAlTlCE
by the isotope 6 ~in ithe LiHoF, lattice it is principally the
autocorrelation functions of the displacements of the lithThe method of calculating the static displacements Su
ium ions that change, and at T=O K their relative change
in a locally deformed lattice that arise from the introducamounts to 6.6%. The corresponding terms in the intertion of one ion-isotope is based, as in the preceding section,
nal forces and stresses induced by the change of mass of the
on seeking the minimum of the free energy of the crystal
lithium sublattices are equal to
with allowance for anharmonic terms in the average potential energy ( l ) of the lattice.
We denote by 6' the dynamic displacements of the
Lka
atoms in a lattice with an isolated mass defect at the site
L = =, k= 0 ( Lil ) . From the condition for equilibrium of
the lattice we obtain

-

TABLE VI. Thennal and isotopic changes of the structure of the LiHoF4 lattice.

Internal forces and displacements of the sublattlces
dw, 10-6 K-1
dP, 10-23 J R
i
AP,,
J
Aw,
dT '
dT '
e;uperinlent
calculat~on
1
-0,631
-1.666
-17.6
0.5'
33
2
1,106
92.8
-0,977
6,l'
2,1
3
-8,760
-2,082
41.6
-1,4*
0,6
Internal stresses and un~formdeformations
.
a, ,
K-I
dTi
10-2, 7 K 1
AT, , 1 0-11 J
e, , loq4
i
dT '
calcular~on expCrlll1e~1i
1
8,3"
-0.518
-1,578
-0,056
9,1
14"'
(-1,101)
-1,215
2
18.4
18,3"
-5,149
1,377
21 "'
(-2,537)
Note The contributions to the lsotop~cstresses from the ~nternaldeforrnat~onare given In
parentheses. The experimental data on the thermal expansion refer to thc crystrils LIT^^‘^
(*-Ref. 22). LIYo sTbo5F4(**-Ref
17), and LIYF, (***-Ref
23)

'
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.

We introduce the Green function of the defect lattice:

comparatively small number of points in the first Brillouin
zone were corrected by requiring that the normalization
conditions

z)

= S ~ Z S & ~ ~ ~ SAS
~ OUT
~ , calcuS & ~
where amd(:
o 6~ ~4 i ~crystals
o ~ 4conlations have shown, in 7 ~ i ~and
taining isolated 6 ~and
i 7 ~atoms,
i
respectively, the conditions for the existence of local vibrations:

are not fulfilled outside the frequency spectrum of the regular lattice. In this case, the difference of the correlation
functions of the displacements of the atoms can be represented, at T =O K, in the form [see (9)]

In the approximation of pair interactions we obtain from
(27)

be fulfilled, and that the Green functions at zero frequency
in the regular lattice and impurity lattice be equal:

The spectral density of the displacements of the light
isotope 6 ~inithe 7 ~ i ~lattice
o ~ increases
4
in the region of
high frequencies (the differences of the spectral densities of
the displacements of the impurity isotope and principal
isotope of lithium in the basal plane of the 7 ~ i ~and
o ~ 4
6 ~ i ~crystals
o ~ 4are given, as an example, in Figs. 2a and
2b, respectively); the increase of the amplitude of the vibrations as a consequence of the dominant role of the
forces of repulsion in the formation of the anharmonic
forces leads to an increase of the distance from the light
impurity ion to its nearest neighbors. Our calculated results for the displacements of the ion F6 (see Table I ) near
an isolated 6 ~ i impurity
+
ion at the site (0,0,0) are (in
units of
A): 6x=3.078 (-3.050), Sy=3.456
( - 3.466), and Sz=2.672 ( -2.697), where the figures in
parentheses give the corresponding displacements of ions
in the first coordination shell of the 7 ~ i ion
+ in 6 ~ i ~ o ~ 4 .
Thus, the local deformations of the lattice near impurity
isotopes 6 ~and
i 7 ~ini 7 ~ i ~and
o 6~ ~4 i ~crystals,
o ~ 4respectively, differ essentially only in sign.
3. CRYSTAL FIELD IN 6 ~ l ~ ~ 1 1 - , ~ ~ CRYSTALS
4:~03+

The difference of the spectral densities and the corresponding correlation functions of the displacements of the atoms
in the defect lattice and regular lattice is a maximum for
the defect site, and decreases rapidly with increase of the
distance between the atom and the impurity center. In the
framework of the lattice-dynamics model considered above
we have calculated the displacements of the fluorine ions in
the first coordination shell of the impurity lithium isotopes
in 7 ~ i ~and
o ~6 4~ i ~crystals,
o ~ 4 confining ourselves, in
the double lattice sum in (31), to the differences
~ $ - ~ ( k k ' )(presented in Table IV) of the correlation
functions of the displacements of the impurity ion-isotope
m ' ~and
i its nearest neighbors (four fluorine ions); we have
also confined ourselves to allowance for terms containing
zero-frequency Green functions, corresponding to the
bonds of these four fluorine ions with each other and with
their nearest neighbors.
The real parts of the Green functions of the regular
lattice were calculated using Cauchy transforms; the calculational errors that arise from taking into account only a
1027
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In the regular 7 ~ ilattice
~ ~the4interaction of Ho3+
ions (replacing yttrium ions at sites with point symmetry
S4)with the intracrystal field is described by the Hamiltonian (in the crystallographic system of coordinates)

=0; 1 k l are Stevens operators, defined
rl and
where 0
in the space of the states I JJ,) of a multiplet with total
angular momentum J (Ref. 24), and a2=aJ, a4=BJ, and
a6=yJ are reduced matrix elements, the values of which
for the Ho3+ ion were calculated in Ref. 25. The crystalfield parameters Bpk are functions of the interionic distances
in the lattice and, upon deformation of the latter, because
of the isotopic substitution of the lithium ions, the Hamiltonian of the rare-earth ions in the 6 ~ i , 7 ~ i l - crystal
,~~4
takes the form

Here SH is a term that is the same for all sites of the
yttrium sublattices, and is due to the change of the structure constants of the crystal; it has the same structure as
Agladze et a/.
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representations of the point group S4)that arise from the
random distribution both of the lithium isotopes and of the
rare-earth impurity ions over the lattice sites. In the case of
a small concentration of one of the lithium isotopes, e.g.,
6 ~ ithe
, main contribution to AH is made by displacements
of the eight fluorine ions in the immediate neighborhood of
the rare-earth ion. Each of these eight fluorine ions appears
in the first coordination shell of one of the eight lithium
sites with coordinates (relative to the rare-earth ion)

The distribution of the 6 ~isotopes
i
over these sites determines the structure of the operator AH(ri). Isotopic effects in the energy spectrum can be considered in the
framework of perturbation theory. We can disregard perturbations of symmetry r 3 4 , since in the first approximation they are not effective. Perturbations of symmetry T1
(which have the same structure as the operator Ho) and r2
will be determined by the parameters A B , ~ ( R
rj)
~ Jin the
operators

corresponding to rare-earth ions at the sites R ( 1/2,1/2,0)
and R, (1/2,0,1/4) near an isolated 6 ~isotope
i
at the site
(Q0,O) in the 7 ~ ilattice.
~ ~The
4 parameters AB,~(R,I
Ti)
are linear functions of the components Sx, Sy, and Sz of the
displacement vector of the ion F6 and were considered in
Sec. 2 of this paper. Assuming that the deformations induced by individual impurity isotopes are additive, and
taking into account that under rotations through ?r/2
about the symmetry axis of the lattice the operators
FWi(rl) are invariant while the operators h ( r 2 )
change sign, we obtain
FIG. 2. a-Difference of the spectral densities of the dbpkmmta of
lithium isotopes in 'LiWoFQ cry-,
b-difference of the spectral densities of the dispkements of lithium isotopes in 'LiHoF, crystals

where the ni are the numbers of sites of the type Lii that are
i
(O<ni<4), and mi=O, 1, + 2.
occupied by 6 ~isotopes
The relative number of holmium ions with a definite energy
spectrum-in particular, with the Hamiltonian (38)--can
be represented by a product of binomial distributions:

*

the operator (34); the parameters 6% of the opentor
SH=Z~#~$+~$ can be expressed in terms of the constants of the electron-deformation interaction that determine the change of the energy of the rare-eartb ion under
fully symmetry macrodeformations and microdefonnstions:

The values of the camponents eAA,) of the uniformatrain
tensor and of the displacements Awi of the fluorine sublattices depend on the relative concentrations of the lithium
isotopes. The operators AH(ri) determine the interaction
of the rare-earth ions with the mmponents of the nonuniform static crystal fieid that correspond to local defimmtions of symmetry ri (classified according to irreducible

The numerical values given in Tables VII and VIII for
R ~ ~of the operator (37) and
the parameters A B , ~ ( rj)
6$=~~;+6$;,
where SB; and SBk are respectively
pw .
the contributions of the uniform deformation and displacements of the sublattices [see (36)], were obtained in the
framework of the model of exchange charges.12 It was
demonstrated previously that the Stark structure of the
spectra of the rare-earth ions in crystals of lithium-rareearth double fluorides can be described satisfactorily by a
me-parameter variant of the model with allowance for the
interaction of the 4f-electrons with the fields of point
charges, point dipoles, and parametrized exchange charges
Agladze et a/.
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TABLE VII. Crystal-field parameters and their changes upon isotopic substitution of lithium ions in the
7 ~ i ~crystal
o ~ 4(in cm-').

proportional to the squares of the overlap integrals of the
wave functions of the 4f -electron with the wave functions
of the ligands.19 As can be seen from Table VII, the calculated parameters B: (in the model of exchange charges)
of the static crystal field agree well with the results of an
analysis of the measured optical spectrum of the LiHoF4
crystal,26and also differ little from the parameters of the
crystal field in activated LiyF4:Ho3+ crystals.27The coupling constants of the rare-earth ions with the fully symmetric deformations and the internal deformations, used in
the calculation of the parameters SB:, were tested earlier in
an analysis of the results of piezospectroscopic
investigations28and by investigations of coupled electronphonon excitations21in LiRF4 crystals. The data of Tables
VII and VIII are used below in a calculation of the isotopic
structure of the optical spectrum of holmium ions in the
LiYF4 lattice.
4. ISOTOPE SHIFTS OF THE HYPERFINE COMPONENTS IN
THE OPTICAL ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF
B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , CRYSTALS
- x ~ ~ , : ~ o

With the aim of investigating spectral isotopic effects,
crystals of LiYF4:Ho (0.1 at.%) were grown with different
isotopic compositions in the lithium. The compound
Li2C03,with certificated isotopes of lithium, was used as
the starting material, and was converted to LiF by a dry
method. Stockbarger's method was used to obtain from a
mixture of the fluorides of lithium, holmium, and yttrium
a single-isotope crystal of 7 ~ i (the
~ content
~ 4 of the isoi
not exceed 0.5 at.%), a crystal of
tope 6 ~ did

TABLE VIII. Parameters of the rhombic component of the crystal field
acting on H O ~ +ions at the sites (1/2,1/2,0) for i= 1 and (1/2,0,1/4)
for i=2 near the isotope 6~i(0,0,0)
in the 7 ~ i Y Fcrystal.
4
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6 ~ & , 9 7 ~ & . lenriched
~ ~ 4

in the isotope 6 ~ i and
,
cry~tals
with the natural mixture of isotopes (7.42% of the isotope
6~i).2
The energy spectrum of Ho3+ ions in a crystal field of
symmetry S4consists of rl and r2singlets and r34
doublets. The ground state in the lower multiplet 'I8is a I'34
doublet, and the nearest excited state (with energy 7
cm-') is a r2singlet.
The absorption spectra were measured at temperatures
2-5 K with a resolution of 0.004 cm-' on a BOMEM
DA3.002 Fourier spectrometer. The frequencies of the absorption lines from the ground state r i 4 ( 5 ~ 8to) sublevels
of the multiplets 5 ~ J(J=7,6,5,4) are given in Table IX.
The inhomogeneous broadening of the spectral lines in the
samples investigated by us was extremely small, and this
made it possible to observe the hyperfine structure of the
transition^.^^ The energy of interaction of the Ho3+-ion
nucleus, with spin I=7/2, with the electron shell can be
represented largely by the Hamiltonian Hhfs
=A J( J .I ) .
The diagonal matrix elements of the operator J are nonzero only on the doublet wave functions

(a&=(a&)*, and ( + IJzI+)=-(- IJzI-)), and in the
first approximation the hyperfine sublevels of the doublet
form a structure with equally spaced energies
* A J ( + I J,l )m, where m = 1/2, ...,*7/2 are the
z-components of the nuclear angular momentum. In the
"pure" form, eight hyperfine components of the singletdoublet transition are observed only in the 7 ~ icrystal
~ ~ 4
with homogeneous isotopic composition (see Fig. 3), and
in the samples of mixed composition, containing isotopes
7 ~and
i 6 ~ ithe
, hyperhe components of the r1-r34
and
r2-r34
transitions are split into individual narrow lines
(with half-width up to 0.007 cm-I). This isotopic structure of the hyperfine components has equal spacing in most
cases; its period is given in Table X for a number of allowed structures and amounts to 0.014.03 cm-l.
The isotopic shifts of the Stark sublevels are equal in
the first approximation to the diagonal matrix elements of
the operator 6 H + A H ( r l ) [see (35) and (38)] on the
eigenfunctions of the operator Ho.The latter were obtained
with the crystal-field parameters I$ from Ref. 26, referred
to the crystallographic axes in accordance with the results
of the calculation of the ratio &dBr4 in the model of

+

*
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TABLE IX. Energies E of the Stark sublevels of multiplets (reckoned from the lowest sublevel, the energy
of which is given in brackets;AE are the difference8 of the calculated and measured sublevel energies in the
crystalfield) and isotopic shifts of the lines of the hyperhe structure in the absorption spectra of Ho3+ions
in %YF4 and
crystals.

I

Multiplet '1, ( 5152.3 cm-"l

Multiplet 'I6 (8670.9 cm- '1,
1

0.0

7,4

70

1

2,4

0.2

60

1

9.4

-0.8

2

15.0

-2,O

2

16,8

8.4

134

2

26,s

-8,s

55

3

31.1

-0,6

138

3

98.1

8,O

100

3

112.8

'-0.8

4

125.7

-7,6

I$:

Multiplet

I

5 ~ (5

[.

96

84

190

11241.6 ~ 6 ' )

Multiplet 'f4 ( 13187.5 cm-')

Nctes: The values marked') have accuracy 2 4 0 ; the values marked with an asterisk are the
changes of the frequencies of the transitions to the doublets
from the lcvel T ' i ( ' 1 ~ ) .The
accuracy ol the measurements of the isotope shifts was in the range from 0.001 cni to 0.(11
cm ( i f not indicated otherwise) for the different lines.

'

'

exchange charges (seeTable VII). The difference between
the Stark-sublevel energies obtained with the use of the
operator (34) and the measured energies (see the corresponding differences A E in Table IX) is due to the neglect
of mixing of states of the same symmetry from different
multiplets by the crystal field, to the neglect of the effects of
electronelectron correlation^,^^ and to the neglect of level
shifts due to the electron-phonon interaction. The shift of
the ith energy level of the rare-earth ion in the crystal on
account of the interaction of the 4f-electrons with the lattice vibrations can be written in the form ( T =O K)
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where va(k) are the electron operators in the Hamiltonian
H,-,,, =2 Lk~a(k){a(k)of the electron-phonon interaction. As an example, using the electron-phonon interaction
constants obtained in the model of exchange charges, and
the results of calculations of the lattice Green functions, we
have calculated rigorously the contributions to the shift of
the level r: in the multiplet '1, that arise from vibrations
of one of the fluorine ions of type F, (A&=-0.63 cm-I)
or F6 (A&=-0.58 cm-') nearest to the ~ 0 ion
~ at
' the
site (0,0,1/2), so that the total displacement at T=O K is
of the order of 4 cm-'. For the crystals of mixed isotopic
composition the change of this shift on account of the
change of the spectral density of the vibrations is equal to
cm-I, while that on account of the changes
(2-5) X
of the coupling constants of the 4f electrons with phonons
is (7-20) X
cm-'. These values are substantially
smaller than the measured isotope shifts. In the Hamiltonian of the electron-vibrational interaction, which is bilinear in the phonon creation and annihilation operators, it
Agladze el a/.
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FIG. 3. Hypefine components of the transition I'l(5~8)-r:(5~7)in
(a) 'LiYF4, (b) 6~b.~7427Lib.,,,,Y~4,
and (c) 6 ~ i o . 9 7 ~ b . I YThe
F,.
polarization is E, HI c.

is sufficient to take into account the terms corresponding to
displacements of the impurity lithium isotope. The corresponding contributions made to the displacements of the
energy levels of the Ho3+ ion by the difference S:i7(Li) of
the mean-square displacements can be estimated easily,
since the interaction of the 4f -electrons with lithium ions
represents an interaction with a field of point charges. The
magnitudes of these contributions do not exceed
cm-', and the previously considered2 mechanism of the
isotope shift of the spectral lines is not effective in the case
of an inhomogeneous isotopic composition of the matrix.
The rhombic crystal-field component [the operator
M ( r 2 ) ] induced by the isotopic disorder in the lattice
destroys the equal spacing in the hyperfine structure. The
energies of the hyperfine sublevels of the doublet I'34
in the
general case are equal to

x(+ I J , ~ +)I2+(+

1

lm(r2)-)211'2,

(42)
where Eo is the energy of the doublet in the crystal field of
the lattice of homogeneous composition ( 7 ~ i ~ and
~ 4 SE
) ,
and AEi are the average values of SH and M ( T 1 ) in the
given state. Neglecting the displacements of the centers of
gravity of the multiplets upon isotopic substitution of ions
of the matrix, we can represent the shifts of the components of the hyperfine structure by the differences of the
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expressions (42) for the final and initial levels of the transition. The contributions to the change of the line frequency vfi that arise from SEf -SEi, AEl -AEli, and
AE, - AEzi will be denoted by Sv, Avl, and Av2, respectively.
The relative intensities of the lines that form the structure of the hyperfine components change with change of
the lithium isotopic composition (Fig. 3). The measured
intensities of the lines in the isotopic structure of the hyperfine components of the absorption lines agree well with
those calculated in accordance with (40), if the following
relations between Avl and Av2 are fulfilled: a)
AvE Avl Av2 [the transitions r 1 4 ( 5 ~ 8 ) - r i ( 5 ~and
7)
r:(5~8)-I':4(5~7)], and b) Av- Av,, Av2=0 or Av-Av2,
Avl =O for the other transitions with a resolved isotopic
str~cture.~'
In addition, high-precision measurements of
the structure of the line of the r i ( 5 ~ 8 ) - r : ( 5 ~ 7transition
)
have made it possible to detect a sharply pronounced structure corresponding to occupation of sites R1 and R2 by
impurity lithium isotopes with shifts Avl -0.005 cm-' and
A ~ ~ ~ 0 . cm-'.
0 2 6 The lines with the greatest intensity in
the isotopic structure correspond to the case of absence of
impurity isotopes in the immediate neighborhood of an
Ho3+ ion (nl=n2=0), and it is from the relative shift of
b ',Ll~ Y
~ F~crystals
~4
that
these lines in the 6 ~ b , ~ ~and
the quantities Sv given in Table IX were determined. In
those cases when the lines are broadened because of phonon relaxation, and the isotopic structure is not resolved,

-
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TABLE X. Periods of the isotopic structure of the absorption lines from the levels I ' ~ ( ' I ~and
) r;('l8).
F~nalstare
s~,

I-;

25;

-'

5

Av,, 10.'

cni

Av2, 10

' cm

16,2

17,7

21,6

19,6
19,2
21,l

25

17,2

23,s

18

17.4

15,s

30

22.8

17,4

24

19,9

23,3

33

24,3

25,2

1-4~

14

23,7

23.3

rl

I-:,

18

17,9

20,8

r:4
rf4

ri4
r:,
r:
r:4
ri4
r:4
r;

23

16.4

22,1

13

18.6

21,3

15

24,O

23,3

33

30.5

23,9

10

19,4

18,8

24

26.9

21.6

34

27.9

23,8

-0.3

14.9

rf4

5 ~ 4

r:,
r;
ri4
r:
r:4
ri4
r;
r4
r:

'111

(AV,=AV,)

14,6

r!
r:

sfs

5 ~ 8

A", l o - '

13

calculal~on

20,o

r:4

51~

Ikperlrne~lt

1111t1al{talc

r;

ri
r?
r:
ri4
r;

16
15

I-:, < 18'

(Avl = Av2)

'

Note: *The isotopic structure cannot be seen within the line width, and the value given is the

latter.

we took for Sv the shift of the maximum of the line (which
leads to an underestimate of Sv). The calculated quantities
Sv (the parameters SB; from Table VII were used) are
determined principally by the displacements of the initial
levels of the transition. Upon substitution of 'Li by the
i crystal field at the holmium ions belight isotope 6 ~the
comes stronger, and the lower sublevels of the multiplets
are shifted downward on the energy scale [in particular,
h ~ [ r : ~ ( ~=~-0.104
~ ) ] cm-' and hE[ri(5~8)] = -0.157
cm-'1, and, since the total Stark splitting is a maximum in
the ground multiplet v 8 , the lines of centers with a light
lithium isotope in the immediate neighborhood are always
displaced in the direction of higher frequencies. As can be
seen from Table IX, the results of the calculation are in
satisfactory agreement with the measurements (when comparing the measured and calculated quantities Sv in Table
IX the results of the calculations should be multiplied by
0.9, if we assume that Sv-x). The average of the difference of the measured shifts of the two lowest sublevels of
the ground multiplet is equal to 0.036*0.005 cm-', and
the calculated value of this difference is 0.048 cm-I.
In Table X the measured intervals Av in the isotopic
structure are compared with the results of calculations
based on the estimates obtained above for the local deformation of ( L ~ F ~ )complexes
~containing the impurity
lithium isotope. The directions of the shifts of the lines of
the hyperfine structure in the case of successive occupation
of the lithium sites near the H O ~ + ion by the light isotope
1032
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6 ~are
i determined uniquely by the displacements of the
sublevels r:4and r; of the ground multiplet in the crystal
field specified by the operator AH(rl).
Some of the calculated possible periods of the structure differ from the measured ones by a factor of almost two, and the most important discrepancy between the data from the measurements
and from the calculation performed is that the latter does
not confirm the conclusion (which follows from an analysis of the relative intensities of the components of the isotopic structure) that there is a strong difference between
Avl and Av2 for most of the periods. Possible reasons for
the quantitative discrepancy of the calculation results and
the experimental data are: errors in the wave functions of
the Stark sublevels (in particular, the deviation of the calculated expectation values of J, in the sublevels of l?34 from
the values corresponding to the intervals of the hyperfine
structure reaches 30%), errors in the estimate of the parameters of the local structure, and neglect of the displacements of the next-to-nearest neighbors of the impurity lithium isotope (a calculation performed by us in the
framework of the quasimolecular model of an impurity
center showed, in particular, that the displacements of the
eight holmium ions near the impurity lithium isotope can
reach 0.06X
A).
In accordance with (42), the rhombic component of
the crystal field induced by the impurity isotopes of lithium
exerts the strongest inlluence on the position of the hyperfine sublevels (of the r34
doublets) that correspond to the
Agladze et a/.
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*

smallest values m = 1/2 of the component of the nuclear
angular momentum. In modulus, the calculated (using the
data of Table VIII) matrix elements of the operators
AHi(r2) on the wave functions of the doublets with a
resolved isotopic structure do not exceed 0.022cm-'. According to the results of calculation, the rhombic component of the field is practically not manifested in the structure of the hyperfine sublevels of the ground state 1':4(5~8),
but for a number of excited states the presence of different
isotopes of lithium in the immediate neighborhood of the
holmium ions leads to noticeably unequal spacing of the
components of the hyperfine structure. In particular, in the
doublet r14(5~7)
the interval between the central components of the hyperfine structure in the case when one impurity isotope is present at the position R1 is greater than
the corresponding interval in a matrix of homogeneous
composition by 0.008 cm-', which is in good agreement
with the experimental estimate 0.01 cm-' for this difference from the sharply pronounced unequal spacing of the
isotopic structure of the transition r:(5~8)-r:4(5~7)(see
Fig. 3). The rhombic component of the crystal field leads
also to appreciable broadening of the lines of the isotopic
structure as a consequence of the superposition of absorption lines of centers with different isotopic surroundings.
In conclusion, we note that the parameters obtained in
this work for the crystal field induced by the inhomogeneous isotopic composition of the LiYF4 lattice can also be
used to analyze the isotopic structure of the spectra of
other rare-earth ions besides holmium. In Ref. 32 the observation of isotopic structure with intervals 1.4 GHz and
width 0.6 GHz in the spectrum of an L ~ Y F ~ : Ecrystal
~~+
with the natural content of lithium isotopes was reported,
using the data of Table VII we have obtained shifts of the
ground state of the ~ r ion
~ equal
+
to AE(Rl)= - 1.44
GHz and AE(R2)= -0.75 GHz.
"~relirninary investigations of the Raman light-scattering spectra have
shown that an isotope effect can be detected.
he crystals were grown by M. A. Petrova and V. Yu. Egorov in the
laboratory of A. I. Ryskin at the State Optical Institute, and the authors
are grateful to them.
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